39th Annual Production Sale

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11TH • 12:00 NOON AT THE RANCH

27262 424th Avenue, Emery, South Dakota 57332

When selecting the next genetics for your herd, make sure you’re on the right side of the fence!

W/C Bankroll 811D
Selling 20 direct progeny!

802F SimAngus™
CDI Innovator x Dream Catcher
Safe to W/C Night Watch!

8041F SimAngus™
W/C Bankroll x Bush’s Focus
Safe to W/C Lock Down

Miss Werning KP 8543U
Selling 5 future donor direct daughters by Lock N Load, Loaded Up, & Insight as well as two big time sons by CDI CEO!

Miss Werning 534R
Selling 20 direct progeny by SAV Raindance, Rubys Turnpike, Cornerstone & Executive Order!

SELLING 280 HEAD!
SIMMENTAL, SIMANGUS™ & ANGUS

160 PERFORMANCE BULLS
120 YEARLING BULLS
40 STRONG AGED BULLS
120 REGISTERED BRED HEIFERS SEMEN & EMBRYOS

WERNING CATTLE COMPANY

OFFICE 605-825-4024
DALE 605-661-3625
SCOTT 605-682-9610
JARED 605-933-1661

27262 424th Avenue, Emery, SD
www.werningcattle.com
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